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Abstract—Today, diabetes is considered an important disease in the world. The statistics show that this disease is 

developing worldwide. For this reason, smart and automated systems are considered as a challenge in the medical 

world. The methods available in computer science meet this need. To date, various methods have been proposed to 

diagnose and predict diabetes, but there are some errors that researchers are seeking to resolve. Data mining is used 

as a technical science in identifying and extracting new knowledge of data. In this research, a new method has been 

developed for categorizing diabetic data, which consists of three parts: the first part is the preprocessing, in which 

data normalization operations are performed, then the extraction and selection of attributes . Finally, classification 

operations is done based on the principles of data mining. The classification results can be used to predict diabetes in 

different individuals. The use of criteria such as sensitivity, specificity, accuracy is used to evaluate the results. The 

proposed approach is based on the combination of fuzzy-neural in chaotic mode along with K-means tree. The results 

indicate that the proposed method is more suitable than the previous methods. 
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1. Introduction  

Diabetes is one of the most common and growing diseases in various countries that researchers around the 

world are trying to offer a way to prevent the disease. Diabetes is a chronic non-communicable disease. The 

growth of this disease is accompanied by an abnormal increase in glucose levels in the blood, which is divided 

into two categories include the first type of diabetes that occurs with insufficient production of insulin by the 

pancreas, and second is type 2 diabetes, which affects cells in effective response to produces insulin by 



 

losomedema. The disease has been closely followed up by the World Health Organization and the World 

Diabetes Federation since the rise of diabetes. By the end of 2015, nearly 392 million people will be diagnosed 

with diabetes. According to these figures, which are also growing daily according to reports from the World 

Diabetes Federation, its control, prevention and early detection can contribute to the development of this 

disease. 

The world was drowning in big data before it even knew it existed. Big data had collected vast amounts of 

stored information at the time the term was raised which if properly analyzed, it could reveal valuable insights 

about the industry to which that particular data belongs. The convergence of artificial intelligence and big data 

already has far-reaching implications for how things are designed, create, and maintained. 
Medical informatics owe the structures for processing, storing and disseminating information for various fields 

in medicine [1]. The main goal behind all efforts to classify, cluster, and extract features from existing data is to 

make the decision support system that helps people to identify and diagnose illnesses. Recently, data mining 

methods are widely used to identify and develop advanced diseases [2-4]. But recent research has shown a high-

precision classifier system has not been provided to different data in the same conditions to date [5]. Data 

mining techniques are used as a prominent tool in medical databases. These methods can be used to index a new 

window to identify and diagnose diseases, which can contribute to the advancement of science and the reduction 

of disease in different societies. Nowadays classification is used as an appropriate tool in the field of medicine in 

order to discover patients' data and to provide predictable modeling. Classification is a tool used in decision 
making systems and to date, various classification methods have been created in various scientific fields for the 

purpose of discovering knowledge.  

This article organized as follows: in section 2, we study some literature review of diabetes diagnosis based on 

data mining methods and describe their methods and also advantages and disadvantages. In section 3, we 

propose a new model to diagnose diabetes disease features and then determine classification method to evaluate 

our approach and compare it with recent models. In section 4, we represent a simulation based on MATLAB 

platform to show our proposed methods is more optimized than recent ones and at last, in section 5, we discuss 

and define a good conclusion to obtain and determine how our proposed method can solve diabetes diagnosis 

challenges.  

 

2. Literature Review 

Various studies have been conducted to diagnose diabetes with valid data. In [6], a nonlinear classification 

using fuzzy logic based on genetic algorithm provided on multiple data including diabetes data, blood pressure, 

breast cancer, and Iris data, which results indicate a relatively high accuracy of this study compared to other 

previous methods, including Naïve-Bayesian, regression, neural network, Radial Basis Function (RDF) and 

several other methods. The data used in the field of diabetes is the Indian PIMA Dataset. In [7], the use of the 

Levenberg Marquardt method was proposed to evaluate the effectiveness of reducing the error during the 

classification of diabetic data. This study used the PIMA Indian data set. The training algorithm is dynamically 

applied to the neural network to reduce the error and is given by continuous network training until the optimal 

stage is reached. The neural network used in this study is a Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP) neural network and 

has been used to estimate the minimum error. 

In [8], a comparison made for existing classifiers used to predict diabetes. A priori methods investigated such 

as decision tree, artificial neural network, logical regression and Naïve-Bayesian. The proposed method of 

Boogie and Boosting developed to improve the effectiveness and predictability of diabetes data. The data used 

in this study relates to the data of diabetic patients in Thailand. In [9], a method for predicting diabetes presented 

using the classification method in data mining which also performs an evaluation analysis. The use of the 

Adaboost method based on C4.5 decision tree used as a data trainer. The results indicated the proposed method 

is more efficient than the Boosting and Begging methods. The data used is also CPCSSN. In [10], presented the 

efficiency analysis for classification models for predicting diabetes. The results once with and once without the 

noise data noise was significant. Noise is the data that has not been normalized. Evaluation criteria include 

precision, sensitivity and data characteristics. The results indicated the randomized FURST method with more 

than 99% has a higher ability to classify the diabetes data set compared to the methods mentioned. 



 

In [11], an automatic prediction system for diabetes mellitus presented based on a combination of Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) with wavelet transform based linear separation analysis. Actually, in the abbreviation, 

the name of the LDA-MWSVM method is named. This work consists of three steps: the stage of extracting the 

feature and the step of reducing the dimensions of the feature using the linear separation analysis method and 

the classification step using a combination of SVM model with wavelet transform. In the third step, the 

operation of predicting the correct results and performance of the proposed system is analyzed using sensitivity 

analysis, specificity, classification accuracy and confusion matrix. The classification accuracy of this system is 

close to 89.74%. The datasets used in this study are valid data from a website. 

In [12], a fuzzy classification system based on an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm proposed to 

predict diabetes. The purpose of this study is to use a classification system based on an ACO algorithm that can 

extract a set of fuzzy rules for predicting diabetes, termed FCS-ANTMINER. The accuracy of the classification 

method is estimated at 84.24%. The datasets used in this study are PIMA Indian data. In [13], a comparison has 

been made between two methods of classification of the MLP neural network and logical regression in the 

American people diabetes data set. The extraction operation is considered to be a critical operation in this study, 

since the correctness of this section can challenge the scientific comparison between the two methods of MLP 

neural network and logical regression. For this purpose, a constant algorithm has been used to extract the 

property, which is the Genetic Algorithm (GA). The results represented the sensitivity and specificity in the 

logic regression method are 0.9965 and 0.9946, and the sensitivity and specificity in the MLP neural network 

method is 0.9966 and 0.9918. It is clear that the MLP neural network has a better performance than the logical 

regression method for classifying diabetic data. The dataset used in this research is for the elderly in America. 

In [14] early diagnosis of type II diabetes has been done using multiple classification systems to develop the 

accuracy of diagnosis for complex type II diabetes. A dynamic weighing schema, known as the weighted 

combination of multiple criteria presented in order to combine classification in decision making. This method 

does not include only local or global accuracy, but the participation in the classification and the generalized 

locational error for each classifier is also considered. The proposed method is called MFWC. The system was 

constructed using two types of diabetes data. In [15], a fuzzy classification method proposed using an Artificial 

Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm for diabetes. In this study, the mutation operator has been added from the ABC 

algorithm to improve performance, and if the best result obtained from the classification operation cannot be 

updated, the combined operator is added to improve the operation. In fact, the modified Honey Bee Colony 

(HBC) algorithm has been used in this study, which uses this algorithm as a new tool for the creation and 

optimization of the membership functions and rules derived from the data. The performance evaluation of the 

proposed method is based on the use of the classification rate, sensitivity, and specificity of the data, which is 

used for the 10-Fold-Cross-Vallidation method. The classification rate is 84.21%. The data used in this study is 

PIMA India. 

In [16], diabetes prediction has been done using the Bacterial Nutrition Optimization (BNO) algorithm and 

the neural network. The data collection used in this study is PIMA India's diabetic data, which contains 768 data 

with eight characteristics which employs eight of the features. In [17], the use of the Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) and the Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) for diagnosing diabetes according to the heart rate 

from the PIMA INDIA dataset have been estimated which results in the accuracy of the proposed method is 

estimated to be 93.6%. In [18], a powerful intelligent diagnostic system for diabetic disease presented from the 

PIMA INDIA dataset based on a hybrid algorithm called a fuzzy inference system based on adaptive logistics. 

Using the principles of extracting features and classifications has been considered in this research. The accuracy 

of the proposed method is relatively inadequate and is estimated at 88.03% and its computational complexity is 

high. 

As review articles, it can be noted that [19] has compared the methods used to diagnose diabetes when using 

the PIMA INDIA dataset. The methods and algorithms that are considered include fuzzy logic, FCM, SVM, 

genetic algorithm, artificial neural network, and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm. Similarly, in 

[20], diagnosis of diabetes is based on PIMA INDIA data, which provides an overview of the methods, 

weaknesses and strengths along with their results. Some method studied such as SVM, Artificial Neural 

Network, Naïve-Bayesian, J48 Decision tree, Begging method, and combined method of genetic algorithm with 

SVM.  



 

In [21], diabetes diagnosis and determine glucose level proposed based on two swarm intelligence 

optimization methods Moth Flame Optimization (MFO)-based Crow Search Algorithm (CSA) while using deep 

learning. The combination methods can count hidden neurons in multi-CNN layers to define minimum 

correlation between the features to avoid redundant information. Also, some fuzzy rules determined for define 

membership function which optimized based on MFO-CSA to classify diabetes features. Then Recurrent Neural 

Network (RNN) as deep learning technique used for predicting the range of enhanced data. RMSE and MASE 

used as evaluation criteria in clinical dataset. In [22], K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) method used for diabetes 

detection based on Auto Encoder (AE) deep learning which tested on Pima India Diabetes Dataset. 5-fold cross-

validation (FCV) used for results cross-validation and evaluation with the highest accuracy of 98.07%.  
In [23], Extreme Gradient Boost (XGBoost) classifier methods used for diabetes diagnosis which applied in 

PPG signal dataset and gained 99.24% accuracy in Pima India Diabetes Dataset. Also, in [24] proposed a 

cluster-based and XGBoost classifier methods with 99.03% accuracy to detect diabetes in Pima India Diabetes 

Dataset. A combination method of SVM Hierarchical clustering and CNN deep learning used in [25] for 

diabetes detection with a good performance in terms of Receiver Operating characteristic (ROC). In [26], 

proposed deep Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) model based Sparse Auto-Encoder (SAE) and CNN for feature 

augmentation in Pima India Diabetes Dataset with 92.31% accuracy. Among the issues that the reviewed articles 

refer to [6-26] for predicting, identifying, and categorizing diabetes, one can mention the following: 

 Not using actual data and not specifying the type of data and number of available samples. 

 The accuracy of the presented methods is relatively low. 

 The number of evaluation methods to ensure the proposed method is low. 

 There is no definite unit other than the precision of approaches for the proposed methods to be 

compared accordingly. 

 The computational complexity of most methods is high. 

 Most of the methods have no outputs in the paper and research, and only a series of numbers is 

presented. 

 

3. Proposed Method  

In this section, we combine three fuzzy-neural along with chaos theory and K-means tree. Clustering can be 

considered as the most important problem of uncontrolled learning. Therefore, as any other problem of this type, 

it is possible to find a structure in a set of unlabeled data. The K-means clustering, as well as the C-means 

method is known as segmentation method or data compression. The K-means cluster was invented in 1956. This 

method is based on the random selection of K from the initial cluster centers. These early cluster centers are 

updated as much as possible after selecting and data cycles. The central cluster can be randomly selected or can 

be based on previous information. Each point or data is attributed to a cluster. Finally, with respect to the central 

and primary cluster, it is recalculated and the convergence condition of this work is done. The K-means 

clustering set and the data vector are placed inside a number of predefined clusters, which is similar to 

Euclidean distance as a measure. The data vector in a cluster, the small Euclidean distance, is associated with 

one central vector, showing the midpoint of that cluster. The central vector is the data vector that belongs to the 

corresponding cluster. The process of the algorithm is as follows: 

 Step 1: The algorithm starts with random initialization with and selection of point is done from all 

points. 

 Step 2: Determine the membership matrix in such a way that the elements are equal to one. 

Therefore, if the is the data belonging to , then the value is one. Otherwise it will be zero. 

 Step 3: Calculate the cost function using equation (1). This relationship stops the algorithm if it is less 

than a threshold value. 

                                                                                                              (1) 

 Step Four: Assign each point of data to the closest central cluster. 

 Step 5: Update the main  main cluster by recalculating the central cluster as the average of all data 

points along with each cluster and defining a new matrix. 
The parameters and options for the K-means algorithm include: 



 

 Number of classes 

 Initialization 

 Measure distance 

 Central cluster  

 Check out and meet the condition of termination 

Despite the fact that the K-means algorithm is terminated, the final solution is not the same and is not always 

the optimal answer. The weakness of the K-means method can be explained by the fact that the number of 

clusters is constant, since once the selection k remains, the cluster centers K remain. Of course, this can be 

solved by removing and removing waste clusters. Any sample that is not sampled at the center of the sample 

cluster can be removed, and the need for a new central cluster can be formed. The problem of choosing the 

number of clusters remains unaltered, but it can be counted greatly by using the selection of a large enough k. 

Finally, for analyzing large data sets, this method is not sufficiently used, since at each step of this method it is 

necessary to calculate the distance between each pair of data and even calculating all distances seems 

compulsory. Therefore, since this method is a chaotic algorithm, then it depends on the initial conditions, which 

leads to the convergent and optimal algorithm. 

The chaotic mode begins with a population of randomly generated random solutions. A single solution is 

displayed through a simple string of butterfly effect. The quality of each butterfly effect is evaluated using the 

fitness function based on initial condition. The valid butterfly effect is a binary string of length , for example 

the number of potential positions. The butterfly effect operations always lead to the production of binary strings 

of length . Hence, it is not necessary to check the validity of butterfly effect in each replication. 

The proposed butterfly effect encoding system is a randomly generated binary string length . Therefore, 

encoding a butterfly effect for and creating an initial population with size takes The 

fitness value of a butterfly effect can be calculated over time where N is the number of target points. 

One-point intermixing operation has also been used, whose complexity to produce two chromosomes of the 

child is equal to . In the mutation process, the position of one of the genes is randomly selected and its 

value changes to zero. Hence, the self-similarity operation apply in a constant time, such as It should be 

noted that the processes of fusion and uniqueness repeat until the end criteria are fulfilled, and after each 

repetition, the value of the newly generated butterfly effect is calculated and at this stage it must be determined 

which parent or child butterfly effect will be transferred to the next generation. Therefore, the total process of 

repeating the mixing and mutation will take place at time  

Then the fuzzy-neural enters the work to combine with chaotic K-means tree. The purpose of computing 

information is to use good candidate solutions to influence the design of new candidate solutions by positioning 

problem optimizations. This is done by constructing candidate solutions randomly in step-by-step levels, each 

component is randomly drawn from the quality solution memory and configure from a high-quality solution 

memory or randomly Problem areas are assigned. Candidate solution memory is random at the start of the work, 

and the criteria for adopting an intelligence method to prove new candidate solutions are only used when they 

have developed the target's status by replacing the existing member.  

Fuzzy-neural or ANFIS learning has a function similar to neural networks. Enhanced learning methods 

provide a way to create a fuzzy modeling procedure to learn information from a dataset. Fuzzy logic calculates 

the parameters of the membership function so that the fuzzy inference system matches the input and output data 

sets. It is in this direction that ANFIS is used. The way of relationship between fuzzy logic and neural network 

has led to the creation of different types of systems. Many believe that applying the word ANFIS to all these 

combinations is not correct; because some of these combinations have a complementary relationship with each 

other and instead of each of these components, other systems such as decision tree, evolutionary algorithm and 

so on can be substituted. In other words, ANFIS is a combination of a neural network and a fuzzy inference 

system, in which the neural network is used to determine the parameters of the fuzzy system. The purpose of 

determining fuzzy system parameters by neural network is automatic determination of fuzzy parameters such as 

fuzzy rules or membership functions of fuzzy sets. In contrast to ANFIS, there is a fuzzy neural network in 

which fuzzy logic is used to improve the performance of the neural network. In this network, fuzzy logic is a 

branch and is used only to improve the conditions of the neural network or to add the concept of uncertainty to 

the network. 



 

Due to the fact that GENEFIS3 based on ANFIS was used in the command line in this research, the 

advantages of GENEFIS3 are considered important. Among these advantages in fuzzy clustering is that the data 

can belong to more than one cluster with different degrees of membership functions. GENEFIS3 performs its 

tasks by extracting a series of rules that model data behaviors. The rule extraction method first uses the FCM 

function, which is used to determine the fuzzy set numbers and membership functions for all previous sections. 

The number of clusters is collected by comprehensive search method. This prediction is only a weighted sum 

between the last observation  and the prediction of the penultimate period . In this method, the next period's 

demand is estimated by using the equation (2), where  is called the smoothing constant. 

                                                                                                                                       (2)  

Due to the existence of these recursive relations between  and , it is possible to display  in another 

way similar to equation (3). It is clear that in this form of expressing the relationship, exponential smoothing 

assigns the most weight to  and lower weights to previous observations. In addition, this relationship will be a 

simple method in estimating the demand of the next period because it does not need to keep the data before 

period . 

                                                                                            (3) 

All that is required is  and the prior prediction of . The relationship of exponential smoothing can be 

expressed in another way similar to the equation (4). 

                                                                                                                                         (4) 

This equation shows the prediction for period  is equal to the sum of the prediction of the penultimate 

period  and the product of the prediction error in period  by a discount factor . 

 

4. Simulation and Results  

The simulation will be done in the MATLAB environment. The data from this research is the use of PIMA 

INDIAN with 768 data. The parameters that are included in this dataset as diagnostic factors for diabetes 

include the number of pregnant people, the level of blood sugar, systolic, scaling, insulin, age, body mass index, 

and inheritance factors in a family. It should be noted that three features including blood glucose levels, insulin 

and systolic intake, have been identified as the three main attributes in identifying and diagnosing diabetes in 

this study. A portion of this data is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. PIMA INDIA Dataset 

The first column is the identifier of each patient, in the second column, M is the Malignant Representative or 

Malingal, and B is Benign or benign agent. Other cases in the columns are other features of diabetes based on 

these features and its intervals are given by classification and extraction of attributes that can properly diagnose 

diabetes. These values are not handled manually because the goal is not numerical data, but the use of references 

in this field is essential that is used from reference [18-14]. 

According to the proposed method of this study, which uses a combination of fuzzy-neural chaotic K-means 

tree algorithm, diagnosis of diabetes is to be done on the data. For this purpose, after applying the proposed 

approach, it is necessary to show the results of the classification of the proposed method. To this end, every user 



 

who has taken a test from him has an identifier in the PIMA INDIA dataset. Based on these identifiers, 

classification classes are created that include diabetes, non-diabetes, and suspicious. In some areas, due to the 

main characteristic of this fat-based study, if the amount of fat is over and in the range, the malignant state of 

diabetes is benign and, if it is appropriate, diabetes, it is considered benign. Figure (2) shows the result of this 

classification. 

 
Fig. 2. The result of the classification with the aim of diagnosing diabetes with the proposed approach 

According to Figure 2, in the first line on the command line, it is shown that the person with the identifier 

84667401 does not have diabetes, so according to the accuracy criterion, TN will be. In the fifth line, the person 

with ID 8510426 has diabetes, so according to the accuracy criterion, TP will be. Also, based on this output, 

from the bottom of the second case, the user is shown with the ID 855133, which is the user of FN, that is, 

benign type diabetes. Also, from the bottom of the third, the user is shown with the identifier 854941, which is 

the user of FP, that is, malignant diabetes. After combining the classification and extraction function based on 

the combined use of the genetic algorithm, the K-means method and the Harmonic Search algorithm, the results 

of the evaluation criteria are shown. Table (1) shows the values obtained for each evaluation method during the 

combined operation of classification and feature extraction. 
 

Table (1), the results obtained from the proposed method 

Accuracy (%) 94.87% 

Specificity (%) 93.97% 

Sensitivity (%) 86.39% 

 

The proposed method will be compared in a number of ways, which will be based on evaluation criteria, 

including sensitivity, rate of attributes and rate of classification or accuracy, and are shown in Fig. 3. It should 

be noted that the reference articles are reference articles [18] and [17]. 
 



 

 
Fig. 3 shows the results compared with the other three methods 

 

It is clear that our proposed method in this study has a higher ability to classify and therefore predict diabetes. 

We consider three evaluation criteria as comparisons that include the sensitivity, the amount of attributes, and 

the rate of classification or accuracy that most of the previous methods use to compare the three methods. It is 

worth noting that under equal conditions, the direct use of other methods from a dataset with the same number 

of attributes or less, a better comparison can be made. It is worth noting that 768 data values from the PIMA 

India dataset with its three selected features were considered in this study, the classification time was 24.44 

seconds. But a comparison has been made by adding two newer approaches, which can be seen in Table 2 based 

on the accuracy criterion in percent. 
Table (2), comparison in terms of accuracy with previous methods 

Accuracy (%) Methods and References 

91.547 % LDA-MWSVM [14] 

82.412 % FCS-ANTIMINER [15] 

84.21 % ABC [16] 

93.60 % CNN-LTSM [17] 

88.03 % LANFIS [18] 

98.07 % K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Auto Encoder (AE) deep learning [22] 

99.24 % Extreme Gradient Boost (XGBoost) classifier [23] 

99.03 % Cluster-based and XGBoost classifier [24] 

92.31 % Deep Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) model based Sparse Auto-Encoder (SAE) and CNN [26] 

94.87 % Proposed Method 

 

5. Conclusion  

Diabetes mellitus as a disorder of all ages threatens people's health. Recognizing its early symptoms that 

occurs as a cover can prevent dangers such as discontinuation of the body, blindness, and so on. Hence, 

providing systems that can help doctors to diagnose and diagnose diabetes early is important. In this study, a 

new method was used to classify diabetic data that can be used to identify, diagnose and predict diabetes. The 

data used in this work was a PIMA India dataset that we use of its three features. Combination method used in 

this article for clustering diabetes data based on fuzzy-neural chaotic K-means tree to extract and select features 

and classification. The results compared with the previous methods in terms of accuracy evaluation criteria, and 



 

the results indicated the proposed method is superior to the previous methods. The accuracy of the proposed 

method is 94.87%, which has a relative advantage over the other methods presented in the articles under the 

same conditions of data set usage.  
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